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St Peter’s Church Within Living Memory

Let’s compare two moments:
Sunday, March 1930
It is early spring, cold and bright. The church bells are ringing. At 10.40 Miss
Margaret Dickins, accompanied by her sister, Barbara, leaves Bridge House and
walks up Middle Hill to the church. She goes early because she is the organist.
Other families have been walking to their churches, Methodists to Chapel Street and
Baptists along Netting Street. People are in their best clothes, men in suits; most of
them wear a tie. The women wear coats and skirts, or costumes. Boys are in short
trousers, and most wear jackets with the collar of a clean shirt pressed flat over the
jacket lapels; the poorer ones wear a jersey. Girls wear their best dresses. Boots
and shoes are freshly polished. Everyone wears a hat or cap.
In the porch of St Peters men and boys take off their hat or cap; women keep
theirs on. Although there are many people in the side aisles as well as the nave, it is
quiet inside. It is frowned upon to talk in church, or to turn to look behind; mothers
instruct their children in whispers. Families use the same pew each week, children
entering first, fathers sitting by the aisle. The men and boys bow to the altar before
entering the pew, many of the women do a sort of curtsy. They kneel for a few
minutes to pray, before sitting silently: some take the hymn and prayer book from the
shelf before them. The old gentry and better-off families tend to sit at the front,
though the two church wardens, stern-looking men, are near the back in special
pews which have a holder for their staff of office.
It is Lent so there are neither flowers nor candles. Despite the light through
the clerestory, the church is rather forbidding and dark: the pews are high and dark,
the floor is dark. People wear dark clothes and are uncomfortable, for good reason –
the seats are narrow and hard, the kneelers never seem to be in the right position.
Men are aware of collar-studs and ties pressing their neck, women regret their
Spencers-of-Banbury corsets and tight Sunday shoes. Many are thinking of their
Lent resolutions – no beer, no sweets, giving half of pocket money to lepers, or
finishing the mending by Monday. The organ starts, and a sombre procession heads
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up the aisle. The choir have black robes and white surplices. At the rear, the rector
has a crimson-edged hood across his robe. As they reach the chancel, they bow in
pairs to the altar before moving to their places in the choir stalls.
The Rector, Rev Beardshaw, has a strong voice; some years ago he worked
at a mission in Northern Canada.
Dearly beloved brethren, the Scripture moveth us in sundry places,
“Repent ye, for the Kingdom of Heaven is at hand”.

Morning service proceeds. The congregation mouth noiselessly as the choir sings
the responses, the psalms and the Venite; by contrast, though still standing rigidly,
they join in the hymns which they learnt at school and Sunday school. Collectively
they make a loud, slow, moaning noise. Adults and children recite the Apostles’
Creed without use of the prayer book. The Rector mounts the steps of the pulpit:
“My text is taken from … “.

The congregation try to be obediently silent as they think of other things during the
sermon, which has been carefully prepared to last 14-15 minutes; but it is the end of
a wet winter and many have persistent coughs. They feel their pockets for the coins
needed to put on the collection plate; mothers pass pennies to the children. After the
blessing, they stand as the choir process to the back of the church; the soft mumble
of the rector’s prayer can be heard, then in silence the congregation kneel for a
minute before moving, as fast as seems decent, towards the door. They may nod to
an acquaintance or mouth a “How d’ do?” but it is not until they are outside the porch
that they talk and seem alive again. They have done their duty and it lasted just over
one hour.
The men and boys put on hats and caps, the children feel released and happy
as they seek their friends. Across the road The Sun and The Red Lion are open, for
two hours only - no food, no women, but much beer and smoke. The churchgoers
are unlikely to enter a pub on a Sunday, particularly in Lent. There are many shops
in the village, and a Co-op store; they are shut on Sundays. Most will go home to a
better meal than usual. For the rest of the day activities will be restricted to those that
are proper on a Sunday, and since it is Lent the permitted books or games will be
fewer. In the afternoon the children are sent to Sunday school, their parents have
privacy; and later the family, still dressed in their best, will walk over to the
grandparents for tea.
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Miss Dickins with the St Peter’s Choir, 1912
Courtesy: Hook Norton Village Museum

Walking back to Bridge House, assessing the service, Miss Dickins thought
her choir did well, but she wishes she had a better tenor. She looks forward to
luncheon: the cook has prepared Haricot Mutton, and cooked it yesterday because it
tends to be too greasy if cooked the same day. She is glad that the Rector is
coming; it is much nicer when there is a gentleman to say grace. He is an interesting
man, she wonders if he saw any bears in Saskatchewan. She must remember to tell
him of her ideas for the choir’s summer treat. Contentedly, she reflects that the
Church maintains its role in village life, if not in quite the same ways as those she
describes in her village history published just two years ago.1 How, she wonders, will
the Church change in future years?

1

Margaret Dickens, History of Hook Norton (Banbury, 1928).
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Sunday, March 2014
It is a cold, bright early spring day. The church bells are ringing. Walking up Bell Hill
to the Church, only one other person is seen, a man walking two dogs. At the top,
two tradesmen are taking building materials into the building that used to be The Bell
Inn; they sound as if they are Polish. There are many cars parked in the High Street.
People leave the village shop holding newspapers, bags of groceries and packs of
lager, and get in their cars. There is a sudden whirring noise, and five shouting
cyclists in crash helmets and fluorescent lycra race by.
A grey haired lady is being helped by her friend towards the porch of St
Peters. Inside, a friendly fifty-year old wearing jeans and a rugby shirt greets and
hands out a coloured service sheet. The church is full of light and space, there are
not many people there, but they make a happy noise; of greetings, hugs and
sometimes kisses. Those in front turn to wave to those at the back, or go over to talk.
The dress is casual; only four men wear jackets, two with ties, Jeans, sweatshirts
and trainers abound. Most of the congregation are women, and they wear trousers;
only two wear skirts. No hats are to be seen. Well over half seem older than 60, with
many very much older. A thin elderly person is transferring tins of food from her
shopping bag into a plastic box near the font. It is labelled: “Polly Box - to help feed
the hungry in Banbury each day”. By the bookcase at the back, four girls are
laughing as one displays her i-phone. They seem to be the only children there; later
three more arrive, and a young mother with her baby.
Not all live in the village, but people seem to know each other well; it is like a
club, yet they are gracious and pleased to welcome newcomers. The programme
says “Welcome and Notices given by Sandra Suttclif”. Not only her words of
welcome, but the whole of that Sunday‘s liturgy have been printed on the service
sheet. No one uses a prayer or hymn book. The minister (referred to by her Christian
name only) and four of the congregation have major speaking roles. The bells have
stopped ringing. It is 10 o’clock.
Sandra:

If you are comfortable doing so, please will you stand.
Let everything be said and done in the name of the Lord Jesus.

All:

Giving thanks to God through Jesus.
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The words of the service are projected, as PowerPoint, on a screen attached to the
north side of the chancel arch. The slides have graphic inserts of angels and art
work.
The musical items are referred to as songs, not hymns. They are not the
vigorous warrior-like Victorian hymn tunes, but softer and sweeter – more Classic
FM than Radio 3. They are sung well and tunefully, the predominantly female
congregation gives the singing a different quality to that of mixed genders. About
half the congregation sway with the songs and some raise their arms in supplication
or salute. The songs are led by a forty year old playing an electronic keyboard; he
sings beautifully. The organ is used only once or twice a month. Occasionally at
services there is a harpist, or other instrumentalists who face the audience and
encourage participation.
The service proceeds with a few time-honoured texts and many novel
sections that may or may not be used again. It has developed from Common
Worship, but little of its wording remains. More time is spent sitting than standing.
The seats are comfortable and no one kneels. Before the address (“The Word”)
delivered by the minister standing at the front, the seven children leave for separate
worship as “The Sunday Gang” in the meeting room in the tower.
It is a long service lasting 1hr 40 minutes. Two women have prepared tea,
coffee and biscuits and at the end most gather round happily at the West End. There
are chairs and tables at which to sit. There is much fellowship. People leave
gradually, so that the minister standing in the porch, shaking the hand of each
person, sometimes has long conversations.
Outside there are more cars, it is lunch time at The Sun and families are
having The Sunday Roast with parents or grandparents. Others are grabbing some
food from the fridge before settling down to watch the football, or go to Banbury to
shop, swim or see a movie. Those who went early to Milton Keynes will start
assembling their IKEA furniture. Sunday is a busy day.
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1930 – 2014
The differences between Sundays of eighty-five years ago and today stem mainly
from national changes: the continued trend to a secular society, albeit with many
alternative faiths, the heritage of ancient listed churches requiring costly
maintenance, decreasing funds, and aging congregations. As the rate of change
continues to accelerate, some of the more important changes at St Peter’s over
these decades are considered here in relation to its role in and beyond the parish, its
liturgy, congregation, finance, and ministry.

The Parish and the Benefice
For many centuries the responsibilities and authority of St Peter’s church ministry
was defined by the topographical Hook Norton parish boundary. Usually the
ordained incumbent minister held additional appointments and hired assistants to
serve the parish. In 1841 after a long period of non-resident incumbents, the Rev
John Richard Rushton moved from Banbury to Hook Norton, and three years later
was raised to the position of rector, which he held for nearly 40 years. His
successors are listed in Supplement 1, and the main changes in church structure
and practice after Miss Dickins’s time appear in Supplement 5 (both to be found in
the Supplements section).
In the last fifty years, the national decline in church attendance and reduction
in funds has led to big changes throughout the country, with closure of churches,
reduction in the number of services, and the amalgamation of neighbouring parish
responsibilities. So far no local Anglican church has closed, but there has been
much change.
In 1964, the benefices (church livings) of Hook Norton and of Swerford were
combined. In 1974 Oxford diocese began a series of more extensive amalgamations
which extended the responsibilities of the rector of Hook Norton to include not only
Swerford, but also Wiggington and Great Rollright. The rector now leads a ministry
team who coordinate church services for the combined benefice. Most of this article
concerns St Peter’s Church, Hook Norton.
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Liturgy
Since its foundation the Church of England has spent much time disputing its liturgy the form of its services, even though for more than three hundred years the Book of
Common Prayer was the norm for public worship. Those who have lived through the
changes of the last sixty years look back askance at the turmoil that was caused in
previous ages by what now seem relatively minor changes of procedure or
ceremony. Yet the faithful who love and serve their church are upset by change.

The interior of St Peter’s before 1940,
with choir stalls but no rood screen
Courtesy: Hook Norton Village Museum and Archive

In Hook Norton in 1882, Mr Etchells who had been a good Head of the
national school for sixteen years, resigned because he could not work with the “high
church” practices of the new rector Rev Cox (who later built at his own expense the
memorial pulpit). Nowadays, more than 130 years later, that pulpit remains a
provocative symbol; even if St Peter’s is full and most of the congregation are elderly
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with poor hearing, the speaker, however short or softly spoken, may stand unseen
and barely heard rather than mount the steps of a high-church pulpit.
The erection, removal, erection, removal and, hopefully, final 1952 erection
and 1985 removal of the rood screens across the chancel arch at St Peter’s – as
described in the preceding essay on “The Victorian Church” - represent the sincere
beliefs of successive rectors. Some upheld, others disliked, the 600 year-old
practice of screening the chancel with the altar and Blessed Sacrament - the territory
of the clergy - from the nave and the village congregation. Most of those villagers
probably prayed for no more change.

Interior of St. Peter’s in the 1950s,
after the re-erection of the rood screen and
the transfer of the choir stalls to the front of the nave.
Courtesy: Hook Norton Museum and Archive

The Sunday services at St Peter’s altered little between 1928 and 1970. Each
Sunday followed the same pattern, and flowed through the seasons of the year with
the sequence of readings and services laid out in the Book of Common Prayer,
which also acknowledged and celebrated the flow of life: a time to be born and a
time to die, a time to weep and a time to laugh, a time to mourn and a time to dance.
The prayer was truly Common, because that same day the same words and prayers
were being used in Anglican churches throughout Britain and the British Empire, by
the young and the old, the rich and the poor.
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The Sunday services at St Peter’s through that period were:
8 am

Holy Communion

11

Matins, with choir and sermon

12

Communion (once a month)

2.30 pm Children’s Service
6.30

Evensong, with choir and sermon

The words of the psalms were in the Book of Common Prayer, the hymns in Hymns
Ancient & Modern. The rector gave the two sermons, usually concerning passages
in the Authorised (King James) Bible: occasionally he would address a subject such
as “The origins of evil”.
In the1950s when most churches moved away from Matins and Evensong to
a mid-morning Eucharist service, St Peter’s carried on as before. It continued with
those choral services until 1992. At the base of the tower, the choir donned their
robes, blue for men and red for women, before processing behind the cross to the
choir stalls in front of the rood screen. The organist, John Baker, was the
choirmaster, with whom they rehearsed each Friday evening.
In 1980, the Church of England produced the Alternative Service Book (ASB)
to supplement the Book of Common Prayer (BCP). The belief was that the
seventeenth-century language of the BCP was a barrier to understanding and to
church attendance. ASB was not popular in Hook Norton or elsewhere; its leaden
language ensured that any successor, in this case “Common Worship” in 2000,
would need to be written with more melody and be user-friendly. Common Worship
forms the basis of most of the varied liturgies now used, and repeatedly modified, by
churches throughout the country. The present Rector, Rev John Acreman, came to
Hook Norton in 1992 when uncommon prayer rather than Common Prayer was the
norm.
Modern services, which vary each week, have altered the pattern and balance
of Church work. In past times the Rector worked hard preparing his sermons, but
the rest of the service was recited, read or sung from the Prayer Book and hymnal.
The audience was passive. Now five or six different members of the congregation
prepare the one Sunday service at St Peters, as well as the minister; and others
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prepare each week an eight-sided service sheet, PowerPoint slides, and the audiovisual arrangements for that service. They are beginning their worship long before
10am on Sunday. No longer is it just the vicar and the verger doing the preparatory
work. Half of those attending have a role in the production of a worthy service.

The south aisle decorated for the flower festival, 1988
Courtesy: Hook Norton Museum and Archive

Congregations
Nationally, active membership of the Church of England has declined steadily in the
last eighty years. Oxford diocese and Hook Norton benefice are no different. Church
membership may be represented by those joining the Electoral Roll of a church: in
2014, St Peter’s had ninety-nine adults on its roll, Great Rollright thirty, and Swerford
nine.
Church attendance is another measure. The Church registers of St Peters
are well preserved, but until recently the total attendance at services was not
recorded. The old registers provide details of services, celebrants, the amount and
purpose of the collections, and the subject of the sermons. They record the number
of communicants at the communion services, but this is not an accurate measure of
total attendance because in the first half of the twentieth century most church-goers
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took communion only on special occasions such as Easter and Christmas. At St
Peters in 1928, ten to fifteen normally took communion on a Sunday, yet 128 did so
on Easter Sunday. In 1961 there were 160 communicants at Easter. Numbers
declined slightly in the next decade, though the number of communicants at Easter
remained large. In 2014, the congregation at St Peter’s on a Sunday comprised
between thirty and fifty adults and from three to ten children. Rollright had 13-25,
Wigginton 10-14, and Swerford less than 10.

Remembrance Sunday parade, before the current custom
of the Hook Norton Brass Band parading in uniform.
Courtesy: Hook Norton Village Museum and Archive

The four churches take it in turn to offer an additional Sunday BCP
communion service at 8 a.m. once a month, which is attended by from eight to
twelve people. Significant Increase of population in our villages in the last thirty
years has not been associated with larger congregations. Comparison of attendance
figures on Sundays at St Peter’s for 2003 and 2013 (omitting the annual
Remembrance service) shows an average of 47 adults attending Sunday services in
2003 and 43 in 2013. The fall in the number of children attending is greater: an
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average of sixteen attending in 2003, and seven in 2013. Group worship and
teaching takes place at other venues in the village, but cannot be compared easily
over time.
All the churches attract large congregations for occasional special services:
school services, carol services, a sung evensong, some funerals, weddings and
baptisms. Each year, St Peter’s has between two and four weddings, and about
fourteen funeral and thirteen baptism services. On Remembrance Sunday in
November the United Benefice service is attended by over 300. Representatives of
the four villages and their organisations parade from The Green, led by Hook Norton

In November 1989 the practice of parading from The Green to St. Peter’s
on Remembrance Sunday was revived.
Courtesy: Hook Norton Village Museum and Archive

Band, to the church. St Peter’s is full, and silent, as representatives from each
village read the names of those from their village who died in the wars. The
Remembrance Day service is one of the few services that have increased their
congregations in the last fifty years.
Fifty years ago worshippers attended their local church. Car ownership has
led to different habits, exaggerated by the way that a benefice distributes services
between its churches, and the different forms of service. Some who live outside the
parish travel to attend morning worship at St Peter’s because they value that type of
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service and its fellowship. Similarly, some Hook Norton residents regularly attend the
more traditional services at Great Tew or Oxford. There is an increased interest in
Cathedral services. Sixty years ago services at Christ Church cathedral were
desolate. Now, the Sunday services attract large congregations which at festivals
create queues stretching into St Aldates.
The Anglican Church has mounted several initiatives to increase church
membership and attendance. That sense of mission is at the centre of its faith. The
1990s “Decade of Evangelism” had little measurable success in the Oxford diocese
or nationally. More recently the local united churches mission “Connect 2010”
involved much work and cost, using the Faith Mission Team, but does not seem to
have led to new members for St Peter’s. The local united churches regularly hold an
Alpha course directed at new members.
Nationally, the Anglican mission has had most success with Britain’s relatively
new Caribbean and African populations, particularly the women. In some cities
those groups form the majority of church-goers. Hook Norton and the neighbouring
villages have had very few non-European immigrants.
The aging congregations have in recent decades caused churches to court
the young. It has not been very successful, and has alienated some long-serving
older members. Their financial contribution is missed. Fifty years ago, bequests to
the church were common, as were donations from wedding anniversaries, and
collections at funerals. In 2015 bequests and donations usually go to Katherine
House Hospice or to cancer charities rather than the church. Financial problems for
the church increase.

Finance
150 years ago the Rector of Hook Norton was one of the wealthiest men in the
village, and lived with a retinue of domestic servants in one of the largest properties.
His financial status came from an annual sum (the living), plus income from glebe
lands and parish fees, and use of a large recently built mansion, the Rectory at the
top of Down End.
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In the 1970s the Church of England moved to a centralised system, one aim
being to remove the gross differences in the livings and the lives of vicars in different
parishes. In 1973 endowments and glebe lands were transferred to the diocese:
from Hook Norton parish to Oxford diocese. Stipends for vicars are paid by the
diocese, and since 1973 became more equal throughout the diocese. The old Hook
Norton Rectory was sold in the 1980s, and a modern house bought by the diocese:
although the rectory theoretically belongs to the benefice, it is an asset of the
diocese and maintained and administered by them. Hook Norton had been a
relatively rich living compared with several North Oxfordshire parishes; that was no
longer so after 1973.
In the 1980’s declining congregations and income led to the large-scale
introduction of non-stipendiary curates. These were usually retired men with
personal savings. In 1985, Rev John Caperon lived on the Bourne and was
assisting Rector Connop Price. In more recent times a former headmaster, Rev
Christopher Turner, gave more than 20 years of service to the benefice. Then in
1992 came the revelation of gross mismanagement and unsuccessful property
speculation (not dishonesty) by the National Church Commissioners, which had led
to catastrophic loss of Anglican funds. Local parishes had to manage with less.
The “Parish Share” is the sum that is paid annually by each parish to its
diocese. For most churches it is the biggest item of expenditure of the year. Since
2012 the sum has been calculated according to the number on the church’s electoral
role and the number attending services. In recent years the Share for the local
benefice has been about £50,000; it is apportioned between the three churches; St
Peters pays the bulk, but it is worth noting that Swerford with a church electoral role
of nine, and fewer than ten people attending each Sunday, pays over £5,000 per
year.
80% of the funds that the diocese receives from parishes provides for the
stipend, pension and housing costs of clergy in the diocese. In recent years a vicar’s
stipend has been in the region of £16,000-20,000 per year, plus expenses of £4000
per year and “the parson’s freehold”, namely his housing. The vicar is no longer
wealthy.
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Lack of funds is one reason for the decline in the number of clergy. Sixty
years ago there were four local rectors: in Hook Norton, Great Rollright, Wigginton
and Swerford, each of whom lived in a large rectory and had an above-average
income. Nationally each decade has seen 5 per cent fewer clergy but a much larger
fall in stipendiary posts.
Maintenance of the ancient churches is a continuing concern. Modern
congregations are accustomed to warmth; churches are very expensive to heat.
Each church building has to have a detailed survey every five years. That
quinquennial survey costs between £500 and £1,500 and leads to worried discussion
about repair priorities. As a Grade I listed building St Peter’s has to have several
costly experts assessing and quoting for building work.
In 2008 St Peters followed the trend that began in the 1960s of removing fixed
pews to allow multipurpose use of the nave and aisles. This allows a variety of
village activities to take place in church, rather as they did in medieval times.
Theoretically these should increase church income - the annual craft fair is a
successful example - but the organisation and house-keeping of a venue for hire has
problems, particularly if other venues are available. And all performers know that the
challenge is not finding people to perform, but people to attend.
The running costs of the church come from collections at church services and
the pledged weekly giving of members. These tend to be the same people who
organise and support events to raise money for the arduous campaigns for church
restoration, and who battle with the bureaucratic detail of applications for grants from
funding bodies, ranging from National Heritage and the Lottery to local charities.
They are helped and reassured in their task, when at times of major appeals so
many non-church goers and societies in Hook Norton contribute generously to the
church they see and appreciate, even if they rarely enter it.
Today’s churches struggle to pay their bills. It is a hand-to-mouth existence,
with small financial turnover and rare, tiny, surplus. They no longer have the variety
of reserve funds of the past - roof fund, fabric fund, rector’s discretionary fund - partly
because of concerns about ownership, use, and diocesan rights, but mainly because
of fewer donations. But despite the financial worries, the Benefice maintains the
long-standing Christian custom of giving to those in greater need - truly poor
15
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communities and those in undeveloped parts of the world without safe water and
food. A Charitable Tithe of 10 per cent of all parish income is set aside for them.

Women’s roles and rights
Women have always had vital roles in the Anglican Church, but even fifty years ago
they tended to be backstage and without authority: Sunday school teachers, flower
arrangers, sewing guild, mothers union. The Ministers were men, as were nearly all
church wardens, sidesmen and church officers. Other areas of British society were
changing, allowing and sometimes encouraging and appointing women to senior
positions.
In 1974 the Sex Discrimination Act became law. Women wanting to become
priests had public opinion and the law on their side. Despite this, the Church of
England synod voted in 1978 “not to move forward” with the ordination of women.
Since then synod, slowly and grudgingly, has permitted women active roles in the
ministry. In 1987 women could become deacons, and in 1994 they were allowed to
be ordained as priests. Traditionalists continued to oppose their advancement to
Bishop but were outvoted in synod in 2014.
Older residents of Hook Norton remember discussion of the subject and
differences of opinion, but not the strident and uncompromising views expressed
nationally at synod. Several Hook Norton women, including the wives of rectors, had
made big contributions to the work of St Peter’s, but it was not until 1995 that a
woman formally joined the Ministry team. Janet Collins was appointed Lay Reader,
a post that permits officiating at services, but not celebrating Holy Communion. She
remembers a couple of raised eyebrows when she first officiated, but subsequent
fast and friendly acceptance. It must have helped that, as a local teacher, she was
already respected and liked. Ten years later, Wendy Cunningham was formally
ordained deacon, progressing to curate within the Benefice ministry. As is the case
for most women curates, she has a non-stipendiary post. The current ministry team
comprises one man and seven women. The adult congregation at the church
services is about 70 per cent women.
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The heightened role of women in the Church is just one of the many changes
of the last eighty years. Whereas Miss Dickins made her important contributions to
church life through essentially ancillary roles, nowadays women take services,
administer the sacraments, and can even become bishops. Similarly the interior of
St Peter’s has been transformed over the years, in ways which are cursorily
described in the supplement in this section entitled “Modern Developments”.
Fundamentally the Church has changed from an essential component of community
life – one in which everyone had a duty to participate unless they belonged to other
churches – to what amounts to a gathered church that is attended by only those who
approve its beliefs and practices. The St Peter’s community still retains
responsibility for our greatest building, part of our national heritage; the church
provides the focus for acts of civic commemoration, be they for the recently
deceased or acts of national sacrifice; and the Rector offers not only spiritual
guidance for his flock, but also much-appreciated support and consolation for many
in the community who are not part of his regular congregation. But however valuable
and valued, St Peter’s is no longer as central to village life as it has been through
earlier centuries.
© Roy Meadow
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